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wilted at a speed so rapid that it turned into a dead plant in a split second. 

“If I could take its life, then I must also be able to regenerate it,” James mumbled within 
his heart. 

However, he knew too little about the Reincarnation Art, lest the Curse Inscription. 
Although he desired to revitalize this wilted tree, the act was simply beyond his capacity. 
However, he felt that everything would be possible as long as he cultivated the Curse 
Magic to its maximum potential. The curse encompassed all. Everything was possible 
as soon as it was cultivated completely. 

“My cultivation rank is too low. I must at least attain the Divine Rank to be able to truly 
comprehend these powerful signature Supernatural Powers,” he said to himself. 

The Supernatural Power as well as the treasure in his possession were innumerable, 
the Infinite Stele, the Five Elements of Genesis, Elemental Inversion, the 
swordsmanship of the Ancestral Sword Master, the Curse Magic, etc. Yet, one could 
only tap into their fullest potential by understanding them, which could only be done by 
attaining the Divine Rank. 

Thinking about this, James felt a desire burgeoning within him; a desire to cultivate, a 
desire to become stronger. Clenching his fists, his expression was full of determination. 

“The Divine Rank… I must get there as soon as possible. It is only there that I can 
understand and cultivate the true Supernatural Power, it is only as such that I can stand 
on the apex of the world’s pyramid and truly lead humanity towards glory in the 
Apocalypse Age.” 

He took a deep breath. Then, he slowly stood up. 

The Spirit Tool was watching him from afar. Seeing that James stood up, the Spirit Tool 
walked towards him. As he glanced at James, he could no longer hold back his 
question, “It seems that your absorption of the curse’s power of four hundred thousand 
soldiers’ has been fruitful.” “Indeed.” James nodded gently and continued saying, 
“Having absorbed the curse’s power of forty hundred thousand soldiers on top of the 
curse that was already present in my body, the total power within me is now 
frighteningly strong. All these years, I have been using the Jade Seal to suppress the 
strength of the curse. Under the suppression of the Jade Seal, the curse’s power within 
me has slowly formed some enigmatic shapes and words inside my body. I realized that 
when I summoned Curse Magic, these mystical shapes and words would produce 
strong energy, bringing the Curse Magic’s strength to the next level.” 



As he spoke, he looked at the Spirit Tool and asked, “Spirit Tool, please tell me the 
reason.” 

The Spirit Tool shook his head slightly and said, “This is something beyond my 
knowledge. The Curse Magic was one of the strongest of the Supernatural Powers 
during the Primeval Age. But during the Primordial Age, the Curse Magic cultivated by 
the powerful figures of the Demon Realm was only mere remnants. How all of this came 
to be, is unfortunately out of my reach.” 

The Spirit Tool’s inability to explain Curse Magic adequately was enough to gauge how 
frightening its power could be. James knew better than to ask further. He fully 
understood that his cultivation rank was too low to comprehend all of this. He must 
become stronger to comprehend and solve these mysteries. 

“Oh right, how much time did I use this time to suppress the power of the curse?” James 
asked. 

The Spirit Tool answered, “Not too long. From when you first absorbed the power until 
now, merely a hundred and five years have passed.” 

James was shocked. He thought only a few months have passed rather than a hundred 
and five 

Years. Now that a century has passed, one could not help but wonder where exactly 
had the Saucer flown to and how far it was away from the Holy Realm. 

“Thank you for letting me know, Spirit Tool. I’ll be heading out for a bit.” 

With his fists held and a subsequent flash, he disappeared from the Celestial Abode into 
the Saucer. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2929-James was stunned at this sudden change 
of expression. 

Yevpraksiya mustered her courage and leaped into James’ embrace. As she held him in 
her grip tightly, her breathing took up speed. 

“Mr. Caden, there are still two hundred years left. Shouldn’t we do something together 
to pass time?” 

James was completely stoned. What was going on? 



A few seconds passed, and he decisively pushed Yevpraksiya aside. As he sat down on 
a chair, he took out some cigarettes he had taken from Earth. Lighting one of them up, 
he looked at her with a straight face. 

At this moment, Yevpraksiya’s dress was already lying on the ground. She stood by the 
side bashfully, avoiding eye contact with James. 

He said in a serious tone, “Don’t do this.” “Mr. Caden, do you think I’m not worthy of 
you?” Yevpraksiya looked him in the eye. 

James scratched his head and awkwardly responded, “l-lt’s not that.” “Then is it 
because I’m not pretty enough? Does my figure not please you?” “No, you’re stunning, 
and your body is appealing. It’s just…” James faltered and continued, “I’m only 
interested in my wife. I’m not interested in any other women, even if they are 
mesmerizing.” 

Hearing this, she got dressed. 

“I’m sorry, Mr. Caden” 

James let off a faint smile and said, “It’s alright.” 

To ease the awkwardness, he switched the subject at hand and asked, ” How much do 
you know about… Wait, no, does the name ‘Thea Callahan’ ring a bell?” 

Prior to this, James was talking to the Spirit Tool about this matter. The Spirit Tool told 
him that he was separated from Thea because Xandros Tegan did not quite understand 
the Time Capsule, resulting in them being separated as they passed the River of Time. 
Perhaps Thea would arrive earlier than him, or perhaps later. If Thea really arrived 
earlier than him, with her potential and her aptitude, she would undoubtedly be a 
cultivator to be reckoned with in the Boundless Realm. If it really was so, then there 
would certainly be legends about her in the Boundless Realm. 

This was the reason why James was inquiring about her. 

“Thea Callahan?” Yevpraksiya fell into deep thought. After a while, she resumed, “I 
have not heard of the name. Perhaps it’s because I know too little. As the Boundless 
Realm is well, boundless, I don’t even know who are the Grand Emperors.” 

She glanced at James. ‘Who’s Thea Callahan to you?” “She’s… nobody.” He shook his 
head slightly. Since Yevpraksiya had no idea, there was no point in him asking further. 

“However…” As if she suddenly remembered something, she said, “I don’t know who 
Thea Callahan is, but I’ve heard of someone that goes by ‘Xainte Callahan’”. 

“Xainte Callahan?” He was taken aback for a moment. “Who is this person?” 



She responded, “A genius of this world.” “How so?” This “Xainte” sparked James’ 
interest. 

“Hmm, how do I put this adequately?” She took a brief moment to think and resumed, 
“Well, Xainte is considered the most frightening genius since the inception of the 
Boundless Realm. It is said that she could speak the moment she was born. She started 
cultivating when she was three and overcame a Heavenly Tribulation when she was 
ten. When she was twenty, she attained the Sage rank and subsequently reached the 
Divine Rank at a hundred years old. Only tens of thousands of years have passed, and 
she is now standing on the top of the power pyramid. 

“Rumors now say that she is at the Quasi-Emperor Rank.” 
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comprehension. For a cultivator, a hundred years was but a flick of the finger. For an 
ordinary human being, a century meant a lifetime. This time, James stayed in the 
Celestial Abode for a hundred and five years. 

Within this timeframe, while he was suppressing the power of the curse within his body, 
Yevpraksiya stayed within the Saucer, controlling its direction ahead. Thankfully, the 
Saucer was fully automatic. As long as the destination was set, the Saucer could fly 
independently and required little supervision. A timely glance at the radar would suffice. 
All this time, Yevpraksiya has been cultivating herself. Attaining the Sage Rank meant 
that her innate capacity was rather good. It was only due to the lack of nurture, the 
absence of cultivation methods, and the lack of a strong background that resulted in her 
slow cultivation speed. 

Throughout the century, she had been waiting for James to appear. Having cultivated 
for tens of thousands of years, she had seen all kinds of men. While she was not a 
spectacular beauty, her looks were stunning nonetheless. Otherwise, she would not 
have been selected to serve an alchemist. Upon setting eyes on her, all cultivators, as 
long as they were men, would desire to make her their own. She had been through 
many such cases. Nevertheless, James was not the same as other men. He never had 
any malicious intent over her. Forget about sexual acts, James had not even attempted 
to even hold her hand. Men like James were nearly extinct. 

She had been imagining a scenario where James would reappear. How should she act 
in such a scenario? Should she take the initiative, or give James hints? 

It was at this moment that a flash of light appeared within her sight, which was 
immediately followed by a shadow. 



“Hey, what were you dreaming about?” 

James’ voice was loud and clear, interrupting Yevpraksiya’s daydream. 

Without delay, she stood up and respectfully called out, “Mr. Caden.” 

It was then that she sensed the aura of some uncanny powers within his body. The aura 
made her nervous, and she took a few steps backward. 

“Mr. Caden, you…” She looked at him cautiously. 

James was stupefied. “What’s wrong?” 

Yevpraksiya looked at him. She sensed evil radiating from his body. To her, it felt like 
she was facing a huge demon. 

“Urm, about that…” she stammered, not knowing how to explain her confusion. 

James replied, “Feel free to speak freely, it’s alright.” 

She mustered up her courage and asked, “Mr. Caden, I’m not sure why, but why has 
your aura changed so drastically?” 

James was taken aback. “What sort of change?” “Currently, there is a huge concoction 
of evil within your body, Mr. Caden.” 

Hearing her words, James understood immediately. It must be because he absorbed 
too much of the power of the curse. 

He let out a faint smile. “It’s not much, really.” Deciding to change the topic, he asked, 
“Oh right, where are we now? How far away are we from the Holy Realm?” 

She headed towards the control room to take a look and returned to 

James. “Mr. Caden, based on our current speed, we still need two hundred years to 
arrive at the Holy Realm.” “Ah, two hundred years…” James could not hide his 
disappointment. He thought that since a century had passed, they would have been 
closer to the Holy Realm. This was the fastest they could go. Now that there were still 
two centuries left, he had nothing else to do apart from entering a closed-door 
meditation. 

“Mr. Caden…” Biting her lip gently and holding the two edges of her blouse, she gazed 
at James adoringly. 
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could remain ignorant about the names of the Grand Emperors apart from Xainte 
Callahan. Xainte Callahan had a reputation that could not be easily dismissed. She had 
been a legend her whole life. From the date of birth till the day she attained the rank of 
Quasi-Emperor, she merely used thirty thousand years. She was indeed a force to be 
reckoned with. Wherever she went, she became a legend. 

As Yevpraksiya talked about Xainte, she could not conceal her admiration as she 
continued, “Xainte’s talent is indescribable. Within a mere ten thousand years, she has 
attained the rank of Quasi-Emperor, and the first one to have accomplished so in the 
Boundless Realm.” “Xainte Callahan?” James mumbled to himself softly. 

Although they both go by the name ‘Callahan’, Xainte and Callahan could not possibly 
be the same person. He put those thoughts aside for now. 

“There are still two hundred years left. I should go enter a closed-door meditation before 
we arrive at the Celestial Realm,” he said. 

“Yes, Mr. Caden,” Yevpraksiya nodded. 

Subsequently, James returned to the Celestial Abode and entered the Time Chamber. 
Two hundred years in the outer realm is a very long time in the Time Chamber. He is 
confident that this long duration would elevate his rank. 

With his legs crossed on the ground, he summoned Elemental Inversion and began to 
absorb the Celestial Abode’s enormous power to increase his Sage Energy. He picked 
up momentum unknowingly as he reached the peak of the Sage Rank’s Sixth stage. 

Upon accomplishing this stage, he began forcefully suppressing his rank to the early 
stage. Then, he proceeded with his cultivation. When he reached the peak once again, 
he found that he was unable to suppress it and decided to attempt a breakthrough. 

However, as there were remnants of the curse’s power in his body, he stayed cautious. 
He took out the Jade Seal and suppressed the curse to prevent the curse from 
disrupting his breakthrough. 

After comprehensive preparations, he attempted to make a breakthrough. However, the 
moment he began, the seal within his body appeared. As such, he could only break 
through the seal slowly and gradually. As his rank increased, the seal grew stronger. 
Now, breaking the seal was nigh impossible. This time, it took him a thousand years to 
force through the seal and reach the Sage Rank’s Seventh Stage. 



He walked out of the Time Chamber and took a temporary rest in the Celestial Abode. 
After chatting with the four hundred thousand soldiers who were in the Abode for a few 
months, he resumed his meditation in the Chamber. 

The attempt this round was successful as he effortlessly and unknowingly attained the 
peak of the Sage Rank’s Seventh stage. 

Once again, he chose to suppress his rank. It was only until he could no longer perform 
this suppression that he chose to break through. 

In the Time Chamber, he forgot about the existence of time. He ascended from the 
Sage Rank’s Eighth Stage to the Tenth Stage. 

It was then that he decided to stop temporarily. While he had indeed accomplished the 
Sage Rank’s Tenth Stage, his physical strength did not increase substantially, 
remaining at the Sage Rank’s Ninth Stage. Prior to this, his physical strength had 
always been stronger than the rank it assumed, but now the rank itself had overtaken 
his body. 

After meditating for so long, James felt a little bored. 

He stopped his cultivation and walked out of the Celestial Abode into the 

Saucer, where he was respectfully greeted by Yevpraksiya as she said, “Mr. Caden.” 
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